Get a complete picture of your enterprise-wide standards usage

Techstreet™ Enterprise provides detailed and easy-to-understand reporting. When you have a complete picture of your standards usage, you can make the right decisions about which standards to keep in your subscription.

With Techstreet Enterprise’s usage dashboard, customers get a snapshot of usage across users, documents, locations, and publishers. Usage is presented visually through charts, and users can interact with their usage data. Each interactive report also has a brief view, including charts, along with a detailed view for greater visibility. You can also manipulate the report onscreen before copying usage data to your favorite spreadsheet. Techstreet Enterprise usage reporting gives you full visibility into your standards usage.
Usage reporting dashboard

1. Use the dashboard to see who your most popular users are, and which documents, locations, and publishers are most popular.

2. Click view details to go to a full report.

Reporting data: Techstreet Enterprise

3. View usage over time with charts.

4. See the actual data that is being charted.

5. Choose from various chart options for different views of your usage data.

6. Export your chart for external use.

7. Search across your usage data.

8. Sort your usage data by any column.


10. Drill deeper into your usage data.

Contact our experts today:

+1 855 999 9870 (United States and Canada)
+61 2 9161 7799 (Asia Pacific)
+1 734 780 8000 (Rest of the world)

discover.techstreet.com
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